The task of the study is to review the process of providing the economy of Ukraine with human capital in the pre-war period and the period of the Russian-Ukrainian war and to identify trends in its further development. In connection with this, the article analyzes the level of provision of the economy of Ukraine with human capital. The methodology of such an analysis is based on the analysis of two eight-year statistical periods in Ukraine: data for the period 2006—2013 (pre-war period) and data for the period 2014—2021 (the war period before the start of a full-scale invasion). Analytical data on the state of labor supply of Ukrainian business in 2022—2023 were also studied. Based on the calculations, the following was established: the available potential of the labor force in Ukraine has significantly decreased, and as a result of the ongoing war in Ukraine, this trend will continue; among the list of risks that will have the greatest impact on the workforce in the period 2023—2027, which are: political instability, migration, education and vitality of the workforce, economic inequality, state intervention (tax and labor laws), cyber risks, aging and shrinking workforce, the priority in Ukraine in comparison with the world falls on political instability and migration. In order to improve the existing situation, the authors proposed a number of urgent measures in the process of providing the economy of Ukraine with human capital during the war period and promising directions for the development of human capital in the post-war period. Options for getting out of this situation are: programs to increase the birth rate and return forced Ukrainian migrants; replacing people with technology and improving labor productivity; launch of global recruiting to invite necessary foreign personnel to Ukraine; state reforms of professional technical education and higher education. Taking into account the fact that the greatest economic value is people, and the development of human capital is a healthy way to increase the economic growth of the entire country, further research should be focused on finding new solutions to the problem of the demographic crisis in Ukraine and creating the necessary conditions for the reproduction of human potential.
We strongly believe that human capital is the basis of any project, regardless of the country, sphere and type of economic activity. Of course, all the resources that are used for the implementation of this or that project are, to a certain extent, interchangeable, but only human capital has significant features and specifications regarding the possibilities of their substitutability, since the carrier and owner of human capital is a person with his abilities, not the state and/or employers.

Currently, human capital forms 70% of the national wealth of developed countries and only 30% of the national wealth of Ukraine [1].

For years, Ukraine has accumulated problems in the field of human capital development: demographic crisis, labor migration, limited access to quality education and medical services, etc. After 10 years of Russia’s war against Ukraine and the full-scale invasion of the Russian Federation from February 24, 2022, the problem of forced migration was added.

There is no doubt that the most important factor in the recovery of Ukraine’s economy is people. As it is known, more than 6 million Ukrainians became forced migrants due to the war. It led to a reduction of the domestic labor force by 22% [2]. Therefore, the preservation and development of human capital is currently a critically important aspect for the existence of our country.
The number of the permanent population of Ukraine decreased by 1.8 million people, which amounted to 4.1 p.p. This rate of population decline exceeds the first period — 2006—2013 — by 1.5 percentage points.

The number of working-age population of Ukraine aged 16 to 59 as of the end of 2021 amounted to 24.3 million people, which is almost 2.3 million less than in 2014 (Table 2).

In contrast to the almost identical rates of change in the size of the permanent population of Ukraine from 2006 to 2021, the rates of change in the number of the working-age population vary greatly. If from 2006 to 2013 the number of the entire working population increased by 0.8 percentage points, then from 2014 to 2021 this indicator decreased by 8.7 percentage points.

In addition, the ongoing war on the territory of Ukraine contributed and continues to contribute to the rapid outflow of the working population. Thus, according to the UN Population Fund report, 36.7 million people lived in Ukraine as of the beginning of 2023, and the Institute of Demography and Social Research assumes that as of January 1, 2023, the population of Ukraine was 28.34 million [11]. Since February 24, 2022, approximately 6 to 8 million refugees have left Ukraine. At the same time, experts assume that the share of irreversible migrants will be about 50%, and the total amount of economic damage associated with human losses will amount to UAH 348.5 billion or 6.3% of GDP [12].

According to the worst estimate of the Institute of Demography and Social Research, only 26 million people may remain in Ukraine in 2033 [13].

Ukrainian business is already experiencing a labor shortage. The industrial sector expects that there will be, on average, 0.75 applicants for one vacancy in the summer of 2024 [13].

Ukraine is threatened by structural unemployment and a shortage of personnel at the same time. Among the list of risks that will have the greatest impact on the workforce in the period 2023—2027 are: political instability, migration, education and vitality of the workforce, economic inequality, state intervention (tax and labor legislation), cyber risks, aging and reduction
The first option is an increase in the birth rate and the return of forced Ukrainian migrants.

Influencing on the increase of the birth rate is a difficult and long-term process. To prevent depopulation and encourage families to have more children, rich countries spend up to 4% of GDP [13].

A full-scale war is going on in Ukraine, the main expenses of the budget go to defense, so the state does not have the opportunity to stimulate Ukrainians to have more children at the expense of financial mechanisms. Therefore, only economic stability and security can gradually correct the situation. That is why security, accessibility to the labor market or the opportunity to create your own business, the opportunity to get housing, quality and free medicine and education are important conditions for the preservation and development of human capital and for the restoration of our state.

For the Ukrainian migrants returning it is absolutely necessary to implement a state policy aimed at creating economic incentives, namely: restoration of destroyed infrastructure and housing; creation of retraining and employment programs in "safe" regions; implementation of structural reforms that ensure long-term growth of incomes and living standards in Ukraine.

To return citizens to Ukraine, it will be necessary to enlist the help of partner countries. "If Ukrainians remain abroad, European countries will receive a direct economic benefit, but in case of their return, there will be an indirect benefit for the EU. The return of refugees will strengthen Ukraine's economy and allow it to invest more in security measures, thereby increasing its attractiveness for foreign investors." [14].

The country's economy must grow at a rate of at least 7% of GDP per year for recovering. Such rates of development require people. And even under the conditions of the return of part of the forced migrants, by 2032 Ukraine may lack 4,5 million workers [13].

Options for getting out of this situation are presented in fig. 3.
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and reconstruction, so it will need less European funds” [15].

The second option is to replace people with technology and increase labor productivity.

Manpower is, of course, an important factor, but not the key one, because technology is becoming the main thing in the world at the moment. We compare two models of conditional business: 1) production involves the presence of numerous cheap workers and, accordingly, the outflow of workers turns into a tragedy for such an enterprise; 2) business becomes high-tech, thanks to which instead of 50 people, only two are needed in production. Such a company not only adapts to the situation, but is also able to offer two employees decent salaries, for which migrants will be ready to return to Ukraine.

So, such technological modernization and creation of jobs with a competitive level of remuneration will obviously be a challenge for Ukrainian business at the stage of recovery of our country.

At the same time, “technology makes work better for people, and people — better at work. Already now, for example, some Ukrainian agricultural companies are actively using artificial intelligence in production processes. It helps employees improve productivity through data-driven decision-making. According to the results of a global study of trends in the field of human capital, artificial intelligence and machine learning will contribute to an increase in labor productivity by 37% by 2025” [14].

The third way is to launch global recruiting to invite the necessary foreign personnel to Ukraine.

Ukraine will have to become as inclusive as possible in order to attract as many people as possible from all over the world. Attract by any means — liberal internal regulations, ease of employment and business, comfortable living conditions. However, it is possible to expect very serious negative risks in solving demographic problems, primarily the volume of labor supply, due to external migration. For many years, scientists at the Institute of Demography and Social Research named after M. Birds of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. The researchers of this academic institute under the leadership of academician of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine E. Libanova state that “representatives of Asian and African ethnic groups are already showing a desire to immigrate to Ukraine (in most countries of Asia and Africa, the standard of living of the population is still much lower than ours). But on a significant scale of migration, there may be a danger of breaking the unity and internal balance of society, the difficulties of mutual adaptation of the native and immigrant population, and in fact, the ethno-cultural uniqueness of Ukraine may be lost” [16].

The fourth option is state reforms of professional technical education and higher education. Ukraine needs a system of economic planning and forecasting — when the state understands the needs of the labor market and trains relevant specialists.

Thus, we can state that demography and economy are walking side by side. Investors need stability, positive demographic data and forecasts. So, the demographic situation is one of the main markers for making a decision to invest in the country.

It is important to note that the demographic problem in Ukraine did not arise in connection with the war, but much earlier. The reason for migration was the dissatisfaction of those who left Ukraine in the pre-war period with the state of the following important components of lifestyle: income level; work; health care and education systems; security; social life and leisure; observance of rights; ecology, etc. Therefore, among the policies aimed at the development of human capital in Ukraine, already during the war, measures should be implemented to improve the system of rehabilitation of persons with disabilities, improve health care, gender equality, implement housing programs such as the affordable mortgage “eOsel”, create sustainable system of transition from military service to civilian life, development of demographic and migration strategies, implementation of pension reform and social protection reform.

CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS OF FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS IN THIS DIRECTION

The study of the issue of available human capital in Ukraine showed that for many years in the country, the attitude of the state and employers towards people as a stable production resource prevailed. The development of a person as an individual, expansion of his opportunities and needs to transform into a full-fledged economic agent, unfortunately, was not a priority of the Ukrainian government. And the lack of quantitative and qualitative assessments and the incomprehensible perception of the impact of human capital on the economy by the Ukrainian society led to its absence in the rhetoric of the authorities and politicians or government priorities and problems of the demographic crisis. But the Russian-Ukrainian war changed this situation, and all economic agents in Ukrainian society understood that the greatest economic value is people, and the development of human capital is a healthy way to increase the economic growth of the entire country.

So, in modern realities in Ukraine, questions have arisen regarding:

1) immediate implementation during the war of measures to improve the system of rehabilitation of persons with disabilities, improvement of health care, gender equality, implementation of housing programs such as affordable mortgage “eOsel”, creation of a sustainable system of transition from military service to civilian life, development of demographic and migration strategies, implementation of pension reform and social protection reform;

2) working out and supplementing by interested persons the promising directions for the development of human capital in Ukraine in the post-war period, namely: the increase in the birth rate and the return of forced Ukrainian migrants; replacing people with technology and improving labor productivity; launch of global recruiting to invite necessary foreign personnel to Ukraine; state reforms of professional technical education and higher education.

Further research should be focused on finding new solutions to the problem of the demographic crisis in Ukraine and creating the necessary conditions for the reproduction of human potential, taking into account the established trends of changes that have taken place.
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